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Solutions to this project are due on 18.04.2017 (23:59:59). Please hand in a digital version of your
answers via e-mail. Do zip-compress your solutions. For questions, please send mail or speak to me
during the exercises.
Note: If you copy text elements / code elements from other sources, clearly mark those elements and
state the source. Copying solutions from other students is prohibited. All of your files that belong
to your solution have to be contained in a single zip-compressed file, which is named accordingly to
the following naming scheme: <name> <surname> solution project.zip. Replace <name>
and <surname> with your actual name. You can look up your results using this link https://docs.

google.com/spreadsheets/d/1rXaCJHkN6Y4GMo4zx_tyi8cQi6snizYQMFpHKP_8-WY/edit#gid=0

There might be several cases for which you have to tell your compiler that it should compile according
to the c++11 standard. If you get stuck during solving the exercises send me an email and I will try to
help you. This project is mandatory in order to obtain the certificate.

Caution: If you are working on Linux/ Unix/ Mac you have to use the additional compiler flag
-pthread when compiling the exercises on this sheet otherwise you will get a strange exception.
When using Code::Blocks, it should compile out-of-the-box.

The idea for this project originates from a similar project developed by Prof. Dr. Ralf Möller, Bielefeld
University.

1 Introduction

The Smith-Waterman algorithm (SMA) is a well-known algorithm in bioinformatics that is used to eval-
uate the similarities of two sequences. During this project, you should develop a small commandline
application implementing a variant of this algorithm. In order to reduce the runtime of the application
threads shall be used to make use of modern multi-core architectures. In this project you, will learn how
C++ can be used in order to implement a more advanced algorithm efficiently.
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2 Capabilities of the program

The application you are developing in this project has to meet the requirements as described in the
remainder of this project description. Furthermore, your program must be parameterizable by at least
the following parameters: <input file 1 F1> <input file 2 F2> <number of threads
T> <distance threshold d> <output file Fout>. Of course, you are free to add additional
useful commandline parameters in order to make your application more flexible.

2.1 Reading the genome sequences

As mentioned in the short introduction SMA is used to evaluate the similarity of two character sequences.
The origin of these character sequences does not matter to the algorithm. However, in the context of
bioinformatics usually DNA-sequences or AA-(amino acid)sequences are compared with each other.
This is why we restrict ourselves to analyze DNA-sequences in this project. In order for the two se-
quences to be processed, they have to be loaded from disk into a variable in the main memory at first.
You have to provide some functionality to read the DNA sequences SOX3 gene and SRY gene from disk
into the main memory. The DNA-sequences are stored in a file format that is called .fasta. These
files are basically just plain text files containing the sequences with an additional header line which is
introduced by the > character. Here is an example:

> This is the header line
Here the actual DNA-sequence begins.
Note that line breaks are allowed.

The files contain the characters A (adenine), C (cytosine), G (guanine), T (thymine) representing the
four DNA bases that usually make up our genome. Sequence files can be massive depending on their
length, which is why you should read the file as a single block. In order to do that, determine the size of
the file by creating an variable of type std::ifstream. Use the member functions seekg() and tellg() (Hint:
Have a look on the slides from the lecture). Once you have determined the file size, do not forget to
reposition the stream back to the beginning of the file. Next, it is a good idea to perform a little ’hack’.
Rather than dynamically allocating a buffer of type char* of sufficient size to store the file contents, you
can use a hack in order to use the much more comfortable std::string datatype. Here is how you can do
it: Create an empty std::string which you then immediately resize() to the size of the file you determined
earlier. Use the member function read() on your std::ifstream variable, that usually expects a pointer
to a buffer and the size in bytes it should read as parameters. Instead, pass the internal pointer of the
std::string variable to the read() function that you cast to a char* type (see (char*) s.data()). By pulling that
off, you achieve the fast reading of a file while keeping the comfort of a std::string variable (including
the memory management that the std::string type does for you). After having read-in the files, remove
the fasta-header line as well as all \n (new line) characters.

2.2 Comparison of the sequences

The Smith-Waterman algorithm computes a distance between two sequences m and n with lengths |m|
and |n|, accordingly. The distance describes their similarity and can be computed with help of a matrix
H with (|m|+1)× (|n|+1) elements. The elements of the first row and first column of H are initialized
as follows:

H(i,0) = 0, 0≤ i≤ m (1)

H(0, j) = 0, 0≤ j ≤ n (2)
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The remaining entries of this matrix are computed iteratively using the following three different weights:

ωmatch• ωmismatch• ωgap•

The weight for a comparison between two bases a and b is defined as

ω(a,b) =

{
ωmatch, a = b
ωmismatch, a 6= b

(3)

The elements of H with the indicies 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ j ≤ n are computed according to the following
function:

H(i, j) = max


0
H(i−1, j−1)+ω(ai,b j) match/ mismatch
H(i−1, j)+ωgap deletion
H(i, j−1)+ωgap insertion

(4)

After having computed the complete matrix H, the Smith-Waterman distance (SMD) is the maximum
of all of H’s entries. Implement a function that computes the SMD for two strings. Check the correctness
of your implementation by using the following example: m = ACACACTA and n = AGCACACA and use
the weights ωmatch = 2, ωmismatch = −1, ωgap = −1. This example should lead to the creation of the
following matrix:

- A C A C A C T A
- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
A 0 2 1 2 1 2 1 0 2
G 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
C 0 0 3 2 3 2 3 2 1
A 0 2 2 5 4 5 4 3 4
C 0 1 4 4 7 6 7 6 5
A 0 2 3 6 6 9 8 7 8
C 0 1 4 5 8 8 11 10 9
A 0 2 3 6 7 10 10 10 12

In this example the SMD is 12 obviously, since 12 is the maximal value stored in the matrix.
Do you really need to build the entire matrix in order to compute the SMD for two sequences? Adjust

your implementation to only use two rows for the computation of the distance (you have to keep track of
the highest value computed so far; when finished computing the very last row this will be your SMD).

2.3 Parallelizaion of the algorithm

The similarity of the sequences SOX3 gene and SRY gene should now be calculated in parallel using your
SMD implementation. In order to do that, each segment of 50 consecutive bases in the first sequence
must be compared to each segment of 50 consecutive bases of the second sequence (|m| = |n| = 50). If
a comparison of two segments has a SMD of at least 70 (you can try a few different thresholds), the start
positions of the two segments (in their corresponding sequence) as well as the exact distance should be
stored in a std::vector. It makes sense to create a small data structure triple that is capable of storing these
three values and create a global variable of type std::vector<triple> to store the comparisons that have a
SMD bigger than the threshold.
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The parallelization using multiple threads should be done by splitting one of the sequences (for in-
stance the first one) in different regions ri. Each of the smaller subsequences ri should be compared
to the complete second sequence (every segment against every segment). Be careful to not forget any
comparisons at the borders of the regions. Also, do not perform computations twice.

Design your program in such a way that it receives the number of threads to use as a commandline
parameter. To implement the above, it makes sense to design a callable class (that is a class implementing
operator() - the call operator) that receives all the data it has to know in order to do the processing through
its construction. Implement the call operator to start the desired computation(s). Initialize the classes in
a suitable way and hand them over to a std::thread object, that start the actual computations described in
your callable class by calling the call operator.

If a thread finds a result (SMD ≥ 70, try some different threshold value) the global variable of
type std::vector<triple> should be used to save the result (Hint: use the very useful member function
push back() of std::vector that allows you to add an entry to end of the vector. If needed push back()
automatically adjust the size of a std::vector if necessary). Avoid race conditions by using a std::mutex
lock or make your std::vector<triple> variable an std::atomic type.

Since all of the threads are only reading the two sequences, it makes sense to store them in two global
variables. Thus, all threads can share them and unnecessary copying of subsequences can be avoided.
(You may have to adjust the parameter list of your function implementing the SMD calculation to match
this design.)

Do not forget to join your threads once you have started them.

2.4 Post processing & storing the results

When having computed and stored the results in a std::vector one post processing step must be performed.
For each start position in one sequence find the corresponding start position for the other sequence with
the highest score. Store these findings in a separate std::vector. For instance, the following results:

start in SOX3 gene start in SRY gene score
100 2010 81
100 2011 83
100 2012 86
142 541 99
142 542 81
142 543 94

would become these after the post processing step:

start in SOX3 gene start in SRY gene score
100 2012 86
142 543 94

Finally, write each entry of the post processed results to a file in a .csv (comma-separated values)
format like shown below:

start in SOX3 gene,start in SRY gene,score
100,2012,86
142,543,94

You can use the python script plotSMDresults.py in order to plot the results in a nice scatter plot
if you like.
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